Time Logs are a tool for researchers to search the database of interviews topically. The best practice of creating time logs is to enter the time and description whenever the topic changes.

Vietnamese American Oral History Project, UC Irvine

Narrator: CHARLIE VAN LE
Interviewer: Pham Quang Tuan
Date: November 5, 2010
Location: Westminster, California
Sub-Collection: Vietnamese American Experience Course, Spring 2017
Length of Interview: 00:12:13

Time Log

00:00:95 Charlie Van Le discusses how he chose his majors in Asian Studies and Asian American Studies.

00:02:68 He talks about how his parents got to the U.S. through the Orderly Departure Program.

00:03:03 The past is painful for his parents to discuss.

00:03:93 His aunt is educated and he had rich relatives in Vietnam. She gives him more information than his parents.

00:04:88 He regrets not bettering his Vietnamese language skills.

00:06:38 He explains how he got involved with the 500 Oral Histories Project

00:07:87 His role in the 500 Oral Histories Project is Director of Operations.

00:08:84 He discusses his memorable interview with Dr. Chat.

00:10:13 He talks about what he has learned from participating in this project.

TIP:
When transcribing, write the timestamp before each question. This will make compiling the Time Log much easier.